
To whom it may concern, 

 
A Beta software version of the upcoming BeamSquared v2.5 release has been made.  This release 

includes a new feature known as Automated ISO Setup which is a new M2 run method selectable in the 

configuration wizard.  It is our intent to get feedback on this feature before releasing v2.5 as a general 

release. 

Description 
The Automated ISO Setup method was introduced for users desiring guidance in setting up the point 

locations for an M2 run that conforms to the minimum ISO requirements. This method does not require 

any inputs from the user as it performs an initial scan of the beam propagation path to determine the 

point locations needed to conform to the minimum ISO requirements. 

If the minimum ISO requirements can be determined with the current configuration, the Automated ISO 

Setup method will populate the Step Table with the recommended 11 points. The points are distributed 

according to the ISO 11146 specification with five points taken around the waist, five points taken 

beyond two Rayleigh lengths, and one point at the focal length of the lens. The user may modify the 

Step Table, if desired, before starting the run. 

If the minimum ISO requirements cannot be determined during the initial scan, the Automated ISO 

Setup method will populate the Automated Stepping inputs with the recommended Z Start, Z Stop, and 

Z Step values. The user may modify these values, if desired, before starting the run.  See chapter 4 of the 

user guide for additional information. 

Setup 
In order for this feature to work correctly, the beam must be well aligned coaxially and attenuated 

before starting the configuration wizard.  The Step Table will only populate if meeting the minimum ISO 

requirements can be guaranteed.  If the beam is aligned and attenuated but the minimum ISO 

requirements cannot be guaranteed, the values from the Automated Stepping mode will be populated.  

It is possible that the Automated Stepping values could still produce an ISO compliant run but it is not 

guaranteed. 

It is known that the Automated ISO Setup will not work with all beam scenarios; however it will function 

in the majority of cases.  If scenarios are found where the Automated ISO Setup is expected to work but 

it does not, these setups and data files should be shared with Ophir-Spiricon Product Support in order to 

improve the feature in a future release. 

Intended Audience 
The Automated ISO Setup is intended for users desiring guidance in setting up the point locations for an 

M2 run that conforms to the minimum ISO requirements.  Experienced M2 users may not find this 



feature useful to them.  For this reason, Beta testers are recommended to target novice and 

intermediate users. 

The Automated ISO Setup could also be used as a powerful Sales Demo tool since the person performing 

the demo does not need to know detailed information about the laser under test in order to obtain an 

acceptable result.  We recommend that sales team members who demo BeamSquared units should also 

test this feature and provide their feedback. 

Intended Outcome 
The reason for the Beta release is to ensure that the feature is ready for use by general users.  Feedback 

and data files gathered during beta testing should be collected and sent to Ophir-Spiricon Product 

Support.  All feedback will be reviewed before deciding if this feature is ready for release or if 

improvements must be made before the formal release. 

Beta versions that are shared or demoed to customers should also be accompanied with the following 

questions.  Answers to these questions should be included in the feedback shared with Product Support. 

1. Is this kind of feature useful to you? 

2. Where do you see this feature needs improvement? 

3. Are you able to use this feature as-is while further improvements are being made? 

Timeline 
The beta testing period will last for 2 weeks.  Any feedback gathered during that time should be shared 

with Ophir-Spiricon Product Support as soon as available so it can be reviewed.  The results of the 

feedback will determine if this feature is included in the official 2.5 release or not. 

All feedback must be received by July 31, 2019. 

All versions of BeamSquared v2.5 Beta must be replaced with v2.5.0 once formally released. 

Beta Feedback 
All Beta Feedback should be delivered to Ophir-Spiricon Product Support: service@us.ophiropt.com. 

Warranty or Guarantee of Beta Software 
This software package is provided with limited support and limited internal testing by Ophir-Spiricon 

R&D and is provided without express guarantee or warranty.  Ophir- Spiricon beta version software is 

intended for diagnostic, debugging, or early evaluation of the included functionality and design. 

Questions and feedback should be directed to the Ophir-Spiricon Product Support department. 
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